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  Flexible solution for your company

Webterm is the 
company’s language 
platform
Is it called “artificial fibres” or “synthetic fibres”? And 
what is the correct term in German and Spanish? 
Avoid irritating misunderstandings and expensive 
misinterpretations by means of Webterm.

Webterm is the interface to the customized term 
bank offering all employees the possibility to 
search for relevant LSP-terms in one or several 
languages. And that via intranet or internet.

Webterm maintains and develops the company’s 
LSP-terms and its language platform. Webterm 
is an indispensable tool guaranteeing quality 
assurance in internal as well as external 
communication.

The purchase of Webterm also comprises the 
programme TERMplus, which is necessary for 
maintenance and updating of Webterm. Webterm 
can either be maintained by selected staff or by 
TERMplus ApS.

Here are three Webterm 
possibilities:
The mini version: The client gets a term bank with 
standard layout as www.webterm.dk. Database and 
interface lie physically with TERMplus ApS.

The midi version: The client gets a term bank at 
e.g.: www.termplus.dk.clientX in the company’s 
own layout. Database and interface lie physically 
with TERMplus ApS.

The maxi version: The client gets a term bank at 
e.g. www.clientX.dk/term bank/ in the company’s 
own layout. Database and interface lie physically 
with the client.

Contact TERMplus ApS to hear which solution is 
the best for your company.
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We build up knowledge 

TERMplus ApS sells knowledge about LSP-
communication by building up mono or multilingual 
term banks for companies.

Our product TERMplus is software to handle a 
company’s LSP-terms. In this way, the company 
in question can build up a language basis and 
knowledge capital.

The system contributes to securing rationalization 
gain by consistent use of company-specific terms in 
documentation.


